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Forecasting your financial future
Most business owners will use some form of cash flow projection to make sure that they have enough
cash to survive both now and in the future. Planning for your retirement should be no different.
We spend our lives saving and working towards our
retirement, but few people actually stop to think about what
this looks like.
Do you know when you can aﬀord to retire?
Do you know how you will retire?
On what level of income?
Our aim is to get our clients to the point in life when they have
purpose without pressure. That is: people choosing to work
because they enjoy it, not because they have to!
The concept of cashflow planning is fairly simple but can add
huge value in giving you a measure of where you currently sit
for retirement. You can then build into it a number of events,
whether that be additional contributions, funds required for a
dream holiday or paying for a daughter’s wedding.
Holistic planning should involve all of your assets
and the types of assets that would be considered in
these calculations would be:

Once all of this has been factored in, we would then
incorporate your current income and expenditure
and the future assumptions with which to work on.

•
•
•
•
•

These would include assumptions on:

Money Purchase Pensions
Final Salary Pensions
State Pension
Stock Market based investments
Cash based investments

•
•
•
•

• Future sale of your business
• Properties

Business sale value
Regular savings between now and retirement
Future inflation
Investment growth rate

Once you have set this all up, this is what we would call a ‘base plan’ which would give us some parameters to work
within.
You would set a target retirement income (in today’s terms) which we would inflation adjust, to give you the funds
required at your retirement date. This will also help to shape the conversation around investment risk as it may be
that your provision is well taken care of so the reward for taking a higher level of risk is not warranted.
By using such cashflow planning tools, you are able to know exactly when and on how much you can aﬀord to retire.
It’s never too early or too late to start planning.
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The damaging eﬀect of inflation
When inflation is at low levels it is easy to overlook the adverse eﬀect it has on your capital and the income it produces.
Whatever the current situation, the likelihood is that our bills and the price of goods will be higher in the future. Inflation
does not reduce the monetary value of your capital. It reduces the real value, eroding the spending power of your money
and potentially putting your standard of living at risk.

Left to the eﬀects of inflation, your money would have lost 37% of its purchasing power over the last twenty years. And
as improved life expectancy means we can look forward to a longer retirement, the impact of inflation will become even
more of a consideration. The danger of outliving our capital is a very real one.

What happened in the markets
Vaccine developments were the main driver of global markets in November, with the FTSE 100 rising significantly to
record its best month since 1989.
The OECD published its twice-yearly economic outlook for countries around the
world. It thinks that the UK will suﬀer more economic damage from Covid-19
than any other developed economy. Predicting that GDP will be 6.4% lower by
the end of 2021 than it was at the end of last year. By contrast, it thinks that
China will be 9.7% larger and the US will have lost just 0.1%. Despite the sombre
forecast, however, UK stocks have recently hit their highest levels since March.
We have also seen a sharp rotation recently into out of favour value stocks.
All of this combined highlights the need for a global investment strategy, which is
diverse geographically but also well balanced by investment style.
Nobody knows exactly which market will perform the best from one day to the
next, which is why it is wise not to ‘put all of your eggs in one basket’.
The value of an investment with St. James’s Place will be directly linked to the performance of the funds you select
and the value can therefore go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invested.
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